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Introduction
This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012, Section 15(2). Part 5 of the
Regulations sets out what a Consultation Statement should contain, i.e.:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Details of who was consulted on the proposed Neighbourhood Plan (the Plan) including any statutory consultees;
An explanation of how they were consulted;
A summary of the main issues and concerns raised through consultation;
A description of how these issues were considered and, where relevant, addressed in the proposed NP.

Aims Of The Consultation
The aims of the Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan consultation process were to involve as much of the community as possible throughout all consultation
stages of the Plan development so that the Plan was informed by the views of local people and local and other stakeholders from the start of the process.

Background To The Consultation On The Neighbourhood Plan
The Neighbourhood Plan has been born out of a Community Plan in 2005 and then a Development Plan in 2009. Consultation was done through steering
groups and at village meetings broadly at the following key stages in the process:
−

the preparation and presentation of the Community Plan of 2005;

−

the production of a Community Plan leading to a Development Plan in 2009;

−

the start of Neighbourhood Planning in 2011/12 including a Planning for Real consultation in 2012;

−

a household survey in 2016 (focusing on key issues at that time: the Old School site, the Playing Field, housing provision, car parking and
development);

−

a Local Housing Needs Survey was conducted in October 2017

−

an Options Consultation in November 2017

−

the Statutory Pre-Submission (Regulation 14) Consultation in May – July 2019

The different stages of consultation are outlined in the sections that follow
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The preparation and presentation of the Community Plan of 2005
A steering group was formed. This group:
−

consulted with all the key village organisations;

−

prepared a household questionnaire and youth questionnaire;

−

analysed the answers and drafted the Community Plan with recommendations and action plans.

The household survey was hand delivered to 250 households. 210 fully or partially completed questionnaires were returned (an incentive being a prize draw).
The youth survey was hand delivered to 75 households (every household that had children in Year 7 and above). 39 were completed and returned (an
incentive being a roller blade disco).
A competition was also organised for the school children who attended the local County Junior School.
The finalised Community Plan was adopted by the Parish Council, endorsed by SSDC and presented to the community at the 2005 Annual Village Meeting. A
summary was delivered to every household and the full Community Plan was put on the website and a copy offered to anyone who wished to have one.

The production of a Community Plan leading to a Development Plan in 2009
Parish Groups were formed to take forward the recommendations and action plans of the Community Plan. These groups were presented to the community at
the 2006 Annual Village Meeting. One of the groups was Planning & Development (PDG). Members represented the key village organisations as well as
SSDC Planners. Output from this group included:
−

A Housing Needs Survey in 2007: a questionnaire was delivered to every household. 14 households were identified as needing affordable housing at
that time.

−

Identification of possible exception sites in conjunction with the SSDC Planners.

−

Consultation with representatives for each of the key village organisation covered by the Development Plan, i.e. business, church, housing, Memorial
Hall, Playing Field, Pre and Primary Schools.

−

A Development Plan in 2009, adopted by the Parish Council on 14 April 2009 and presented to SSDC. This was also copied to SCC Education (as it
addressed the need for a new school)

The start of Neighbourhood Planning in 2011/12 including a Planning for Real consultation in 2012
In 2011/12 Queen Camel was awarded Frontrunner status. This was primarily because Queen Camel had been proactive in not only putting in place a
Community Plan but in pursuing the implementation of the recommendations of that plan, specifically the Development Plan.
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There was a multi-agency planning meeting following this award which led to the formation of a Frontrunner Steering Group (FSG). Members of this group
represented many of the key village organisations, i.e. the Parish Council, Playing Field Committee, Memorial Hall Committee, Pre and Primary Schools,
Church Business, Parish Environment Group as well as SSDC specialists and also SCC in respect of school buildings.
The FSG engaged Planning for Real as its first consultation tool. The primary school
helped make the model of the village. Public consultations were held:
All-age:
Saturday, 10 March 2012 – Memorial Hall
Thursday, 15 March 2012 – Memorial Hall
Saturday, 24 March 2012 – Memorial Hall
Tuesday, 27 March 2012

- Memorial Hall

Youth:13 April 2012 – with BBQ at the Comprehensive School
23 April 2012 – SRVP Bus outside Memorial Hall
Presentation with model on display with feedback flags from above consultations was
given at the Annual Village Meeting on 1st June 2012 (this was in a marquee on the
playing field as the launch event of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations with
+180 attending).
Presentations have been given at every Annual Village Meeting (AVM) since the launch of the Community Plan. These have included visual displays as well
as formal presentations. Some 120 residents routinely attend the formal presentations.
Reports were also given to the Parish Council (four Councillors were also on the FSG at any one time).
A Community Land Trust was formed in December 2011 to help take forward an affordable housing project. A recent household survey had identified 30
households in actual housing need (2011). Following consultation in early 2013, where initial plans were presented, a planning application was submitted in
March (approved in July) and the site was acquired for development. Construction started in May 2014, with the site completed in summer 2015. For more
background on this see http://www.qcclt.co.uk/background.html
The need for a replacement school also moved forward – with a range consultation meetings during 2012 and 2013 when draft plans of a new school and its
possible location were shared and discussed . Following a detailed feasibility study and full discussion of the options, when over 250 people joined
representatives from the school Governors, project management team, architects and builders to look at the detailed plans for the new school, a formal
planning application was made in November 2014, and approced in January 2015. For more background on this see
http://www.countessgythaprimary.co.uk/2015/02/
In November 2015 the Parish Council put the Neighbourhood Plan on hold, given that the two main objectives of the plan (the new school and affordable
housing) had been achieved.
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A household survey in 2016
In June 2016 the Parish Council took the decision to canvass residents for their views on the future of the Old School site, the Playing Field, housing, car
parking and development in the parish generally. The idea was to provide up to date information for the team working on the draft Neighbourhood Plan as well
as the Parish Council and other authorities faced with decisions about possible future developments in Queen Camel.
A report on the consultation was made in November 2016 - each household in the parish received two single-sheet questionnaires: a Summary questionnaire
requiring (mainly) ‘tick box’ responses and an open questionnaire requiring written responses. Additional copies were made available via the village website
and all residents were invited to respond individually by completing either questionnaire, or both.
192 Summary questionnaires and 77 open questionnaires which were completed and returned.
The summary questionnaire showed support for some sheltered/residential accommodation, mixed opinion on older person’s housing and affordable homes,
and less support for commercial (open market) housing be built in Queen Camel. Overall most people would prefer Queen Camel to stay much as it is without
further development.
Those responding to the open questionnaire were generally more
positive towards housing, or did not have an opinion, though those in
favour versus those opposed to further development was fairly evenly
balanced.

The questionnaire also gauged support for a range of options in relation to the former schoolhouse, and the use of the playing field
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Options Consultation in November 2017
In October 2017, a further consultation was undertaken focusing on potential development sites.
The consultation was run during November 2017 to share the Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group’s progress with developing a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) for the community and to seek
feedback. The key points were the assessments of the possible sites for development that had
been put forward following our Call for Sites, the extent to which the various green spaces, local
character features and community facilities in the parish are valued, to test emerging ideas on a
number of community projects and check that the NP objectives were well supported.
A consultation event was planned for the afternoon/evening Friday 10 November and the
morning of Saturday 11th November. The event was well-publicised through posters, on the
website and inclusion on a letter delivered by hand to every home in the parish and also by post
to every landowner whose land was being assessed. The display with questionnaires were
transferred to a smaller room in the Hall and made available for those using the Hall during the
week. This included Village Cafe when some 20 visited but interestingly none wished to
complete the questionnaire (as they had ‘done it all before’).
Invitations to attend the consultation were also sent to each of the abutting Parish Councils and to statutory consultees South Somerset District Council and
The Environment Agency.
At the event plans, initial site ratings, maps, photos and ideas etc were on display and members of the steering group were on hand to answer questions.
Approximately 100 villagers attended the main event.
All attendees were encouraged to complete and return a questionnaire before the deadline of 17th November (the return could be into a box provided, by email or post or hand delivered to an address provided). The analysis of those questionnaires follows.

Who responded
Some 72 completed questionnaires were returned. All were from within the “BA22 7” postcode area, and the vast majority (over 90%) who gave their postcode
or street name were from within the parish. Within the parish itself there appears to be a reasonable spread with no unusual clustering of respondents.
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Vision and Objectives
The vision and objectives were tested as part of this consultation, to check that these were still relevant and supported by local residents. We asked whether
each element was ‘really important’ ‘OK’ or needed to be changed. The Vision was broadly supported (by over 90% of those expressing an opinion), as were
the 8 aims as shown in the graph and table below.

Aim 1: Create new opportunities for local
people to live and work in the parish and so
strengthen the community and the local
economy
Aim 2: Support businesses which provide
services and employment within the
community
Aim 3: Improve and extend safe routes in and
around the village for horseriders, cyclists and
pedestrians
Aim 4: Make sure there is sufficient off-road
car parking for existing and new development
Aim 5: Preserve existing green spaces that
are valued by local residents
Aim 6: Maintain, improve and extend
recreational facilities to better meet the needs
of local residents of every age and ability
Aim 7: Make sure new development
strengthens Queen Camel’s character
Aim 8: Preserve and enhance the historically
significant monuments and features

Really
Important
66.7%

OKAY
27.5%

Think
Again
5.8%

77.5%

21.1%

1.4%

87.5%

9.7%

2.8%

84.3%

11.4%

4.3%

91.7%

8.3%

0.0%

80.6%

16.7%

2.8%

89.9%

8.7%

1.4%

93.0%

7.0%

0.0%

Housing growth levels
Participants were asked to review the potential sites, and after having seen what could be developed, and the possible benefits in terms of improved
community facilities (which would be more likely with more housing growth), to indicate the level of housing that they, as local residents, would be happy to
support.
In the previous questionnaire in 2016, although there was support for more affordable housing and housing for older people, most people said they preferred to
see the village “stay as it is without further development”.
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This time, the number of people wanting the minimum amount of development is
clearly in the minority, representing 24% of those responding to this question (roughly
1 in 4 people). The most common answer (42% of respondents) was that local
residents were not concerned about the actual level of further growth provided that
the sites were acceptable. Of the remaining who expressed a preference in terms of
the level of growth, this was fairly evenly split. The average (mean) score (taking into
account those wanting no growth other than affordable housing) would suggest a
level of growth averaging about 1.6 dwellings per annum would be broadly
acceptable to the community – ie around 27 dwellings for the period to 2037.

Settlement boundary
Residents were asked whether they would support limited infill within a defined
settlement boundary. The previously used boundary was shown as a possible option.
55% of those responding to the questionnaire said that they would support the reinstalment of the previous boundary, and a further 25% were in favour of a boundary
subject to some possible changes (the two suggestions made are listed below).
−

exclude open land without access.

−

include houses along West Camel Road and Roman Way, Playing Field, Tennis Court land

Site options
Participants were asked to rate the suitability and acceptability of the
different sites put forward for development, using a 5 point scoring scale
from very unsuitable to very suitable. Where there was a specific
community benefit associated with a site (such as land offered for future
school expansion), two scores (one with, and one without the community
benefit) were obtained. The mean and median average scores were then
used to rank the sites in order or preference.
The graph lists the sites (Y-axis) against their average (mean) scores with
-2 = “highly unsuitable”, 0 = “not sure / neutral” and +2 = “highly suitable”
From these results, there was a clear preference for the housing sites B,
C, and D, but only the larger sites (C and D) if they were to deliver the type
of community benefits suggested by the landowner. Of the two larger
housing sites, there was a slight preference for site D. Without these
community benefits neither of the sites were supported. Sites A and E
were not favoured by the community. Site F was considered by local
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resident’s as suitable for employment.
Highways England and the Highway Consultant for South Somerset District Council gave their opinions on the suitability of specific sites. The Landscape
Architect and the Conservation Planner for South Somerset District Council also commented on the site options. Site specific comments made by local
residents have also been reviewed. These responses are all summarised below, and a fuller commentary from all the Statutory Consultees is available on
request.
Site
A: land to the
east side of
Sparkford Road,
opposite Hill
View

B: land to the
south side of
Sutton Montis
Road

C: land on the
south side of
West Camel
Road, west of
the school
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Main Comments
LANDSCAPE - There is a potential for massing effect if developed, which would be difficult to mitigate, and likely to deflect the eye from the parish
church, which is a major focal point at this north end of the village. Landscape capacity for development = moderate-low.
HERITAGE – The open fields are important to the setting of the Church (Grade 1), Old School, bridge and conservation area. Development here
will cause harm to the setting of these designated assets.
HIGHWAYS – Highways England potential concern if significant level of traffic from potential employment development.
SSDC preferred location for employment (to Site F) subject to providing a new entrance from the A359 further to the north-east. It may be
necessary to provide a ghost island priority junction and appropriate visibility splays, and subject to assessing the landscape and ecological
impacts (i.e. the removal of a hedgerow).
RESIDENTS –
 Risk of flooding (2 comments)
 Access difficult
LANDSCAPE - Any development that is less than low density would be at variance with local character. Landscape capacity for development =
moderate, with the proviso that house numbers are kept low, and the surrounding vegetation retained
HERITAGE – The site is not well integrated with the existing village, and abuts the edge of the conservation area. Any development here would
erode the character of the village edge, and the sense of isolation enjoyed by Camel Farm and Camel Farm Cottage to the south (both grade II).
HIGHWAYS – No Highways England objection
SSDC - development on this site could lead to pedestrians walking along the edge of Sutton Montis Road in the absence of a footway and lighting.
The widening of Sutton Montis Road to a minimum width of 5.5m should be considered. There appears to be sufficient frontage to Sutton Montis
Road to provide appropriate visibility splays but this will require a significant length of hedgerow to be removed.
RESIDENTS –
 Suitable for good quality 3-bed bungalows
 Access problems
LANDSCAPE - Development would step beyond a strongly defined edge, which has a moderate level of visibility in the local landscape.
Landscape capacity for development = moderate-low
HERITAGE – No additional heritage impacts identified
HIGHWAYS – safe crossing of West Camel Road and a footway across the site frontage should be provided. West Camel Road would need to be
widened to a minimum width of 5.5m from the western end of the school frontage across the whole site frontage in addition to a footway being
provided on the south side of West Camel Road and suitable visibility splays. This will require a significant length of hedgerow to be removed.
RESIDENTS –
 Support for school expansion only (6 comments)
 Would spread out village too far (3 comments)
 Would turn village into a town and place strain on medical centre
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Main Comments

 Adds to traffic problems on the already dangerous West Camel road (3 comments)
LANDSCAPE - Not well-related to the village core, as separated by the playing field area. Its westward projection and open aspect would have a
moderate level of visibility in the local landscape, and have little association with existing built form. Landscape capacity for development =
moderate-low, though a restrained scheme that has a closer association with the existing residential areas could work in this location.
HERITAGE – No additional heritage impacts identified
HIGHWAYS –Additional links from the site to the village could be made via the playing fields. West Camel Road would need to be widened to a
minimum width of 5.5m from the western end of the school frontage across the whole site frontage. There appears to be insufficient frontage to
West Camel Road to set out an appropriate means of access incorporating the necessary geometric layout and extent of visibility splays. This
could be a very significant constraint with this site
RESIDENTS –
 Support for playing field extension
 For Roman villa only, no housing (2 comments)
 Would spread out village too far (2 comments)
 Adds to traffic problems on the already dangerous West Camel road (2 comments)
 Would turn village into a town and place strain on medical centre
E: land to the
LANDSCAPE - If working within the constraints posed by the floodplain, and a limit on the western projection of growth, there would appear to be
west and north
a moderate landscape capacity for development here.
of Englands
HERITAGE – No additional heritage impacts identified
Mead
HIGHWAYS – No comment received (due to conflict of interest)
RESIDENTS –
 Risk of flooding
 Access difficult
F: land at Camel LANDSCAPE - A prominent skyline location where employment form could appear singularly bulky. Divorced from the village. Landscape capacity
Hill on the A303 for development = low.
(employment
HERITAGE – The site is adjacent a scheduled ancient monument, which should be regarded a significant constraint.
only)
HIGHWAYS –Highways England - new access would need to conform to current standards of safety and visibility, and the cost of any new access
would need to be borne by the developer. SSDC raised concerns that the site was not easily accessible on foot, by bicycle or by public transport
RESIDENTS – there were no specific comments on this site
D: land on the
north side of
West Camel
Road, behind
South View

The feedback would suggest the following:
A: land to the east side of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site A is not favoured as an acceptable site by local residents, and is unlikely to be suitable for development due to likely heritage impacts on the setting of the
church which would be difficult to mitigate effectively.
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B: land to the south side of Sutton Montis Road
Site B did receive a degree of support as a potentially acceptable site by local residents, but may not be acceptable due to the difficulty of achieving safe
access into the village for pedestrians. At most the site should only accommodate a very limited number of new dwellings and retain and reinforce the
surrounding vegetation.
C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site C was generally favoured as an acceptable site by local residents providing that other benefits came forward in tandem (as suggested by the landowner).
However any development in this location would step beyond a strongly defined village edge and would need to include suitable landscaping to reduce this
impact, as well as secure improvements to pedestrian access into the village
D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site D was similarly supported by local residents, and marginally preferred, to site C. It may also be easier to integrate into the form of the village. However
vehicular access could be a problem if the landowner is unable to negotiate access via Roman Way.
E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site E was clearly not favoured as an acceptable site by local residents, although no notable constraints would suggest it should not be developed.

F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)
Site F did receive a degree of support as a potentially acceptable site by local residents, but is unlikely to be suitable for development due to heritage impacts
and substantial costs of improving access, with little prospect of local people being able to access the site on foot.
General (non site-specific) comments from local residents are also noted below
−

Whilst change is remorseless, as are needs, new housing development without parallel infrastructure development is dangerous.

−

Plenty of room central to village better suited to development.

−

According to Wessex Water sewerage system is at full capacity (2 comments)

−

Acknowledging that 'open market' housing may be approved as a trade-off to fund provision of land for affordable housing - any set target should be a
maximum level and not a number to be aimed for.

−

Good road access must always be considered fully (2 comments)

−

Wherever housing is built - well lit, pavements and safe for pedestrians.

−

Favour all types provided parking is in place

−

Include housing for elderly and infirm

−

Build big houses suitable for large families. It is important to have a range of income and ages, not just low income and elderly. Use local stone and
styles
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The suggested housing need target has been assessed as about 36 dwellings for the period 2017 - 2034. The responses from local residents suggest that this
is higher than 31% of residents wish to see, but could be acceptable to the majority of local people if the sites were acceptable.
Either Site C or Site D (land off West Camel Road) could accommodate in excess of the entire projected housing need and deliver some community benefits.
From the data available, a smaller development area (around 1.5 to 2 ha) on Site D would potentially be the community’s preferred option, subject to securing
sufficient associated community benefits and suitable highway access. Although Site E performs comparably if not slightly better from a sustainability
perspective, feedback from local residents is that they would not support a plan proposing development in this location. Conversely, although Site B did
engender a reasonable amount of support, if this site were to be included the heritage and access issues would need to be satisfactorily addressed, to ensure
that the site would not give rise to harm to nearby heritage assets and could be safely accessed. The potential to allow some infill development, potentially
through re-designation of a settlement boundary, could be considered to provide further options for limited growth in the plan area.

Local Green Spaces
All the local green spaces listed elicited a high degree of local
support.
With the exception of the Iron Box (GS-4), at least 50% of
respondents agreed that each of the spaces was ‘very
important’ and over 85% agreed that they were all at least
reasonably important.
The Iron Box was still very much supported, with only 11% of
those answering proposing that it was not important.
Sparkford Hill Copse was suggested as an important
recreational area by one resident, the open land on the south
facing slopes from Camel Hill and Sparkford Copse was
suggested as another important open space by another
respondent, and public footpaths were suggested as being
particularly important by two respondents.
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Other Community Facilities
Similarly, all the community facilities listed elicited a high degree
of local support.
At least 50% of respondents agreed that each of these facilities
was ‘very important’ and over 85% agreed that they were all at
least reasonably important.
The open land on the south facing slopes from Camel Hill and
Sparkford Copse was suggested as another important open space
by one respondent, and public footpaths were by two
respondents.

Features of Local or Historic Character
The specific features identified as potentially important in defining
the character of Queen Camel were photographed and displayed
as part of the consultation. The attendees were asked to rate
each of these as either important or not.
Do you value the following local characteristics /
heritage features?

Important

Not
important

- LC 01 The Church, Old School House & bridge group

100%

0.0%

- LC 02 Sparkford Hill Copse as a local landmark

92.9%

7.1%

- LC 03 Strong building lines defining the main streets

86.8%

13.2%

- LC 04 Stone walls and railings or hedges as boundaries

91.3%

8.7%

- LC 05 Mainly 2 storey buildings

83.8%

16.2%

- LC 06 Local, natural building materials, blue lias stone etc

90.3%

9.7%

- LC 07 Panelled doors, white sash / casement windows

62.3%

37.7%

- LC 08 Visual interest provided by appropriate detailing

80.3%

19.7%

- 01-03 The Cobbled Pathway (Church Path) and the Standpipe

100%

0.0%

- LH 04 Stone Stile on footpath to Windsor Farm

80.0%

20.0%

- 05-08 Royal Mail Pillar-box and Post-boxes

87.5%

12.5%

- LH 09 Flagstones at entrance to houses (particularly High St)

84.7%

15.3%
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Important

Not
important

- 10-11 Finger Signposts (eg Iron Box and Blackwell Road)

88.4%

11.6%

- LH 12 Sheep Bridge over River Cam

90.1%

9.9%

- LH 13 Remains of one of the oldest cottages in the village

75.4%

24.6%

All of the listed characteristics and features were generally supported as important to local residents. The least important comparatively was the treatment of
doors and windows, and whether the remains of one of the oldest cottages in the village (by the wooden bridge over Henshallbrook in Grace Martin’s Lane)
was of particular interest.
Few comments were made on this question, the most relevant to the question being:
−

architectural 'vernacular' is important as part of the street scene but should not exclude other ideas of merit.

−

also incorporate modern, e.g. English wood with glass and natural stone.

−

consider Blackwell in Blackwell

Community Projects
We provided details on a number of community projects that were being
considered, and asked for feedback on whether people broadly support these
proposals, these were:
−

Old School Site: the Community Land Trust is investigating the
feasibility of acquiring the old school site for use as a community hub,
for health & well-being and start-up artisan type businesses.

−

Playing Fields: the Playing Field Committee is planning to upgrade the
play area, provide equipment for teenagers, and in the long term to
extend the field to create space for a new pavilion and car park.

−

New School Swimming Pool: a space has been kept for a swimming
pool to replace the one at the old school site (that was filled in
because it needed extensive repair and the school was moving).

−

Safe Off-Road Routes: this is a project looking at the feasibility of providing bridle paths from Queen Camel to West Camel and Marston Magna, and
upgrade footpaths to make them accessible for all.
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All of the project enjoyed broad support, the one that elicited the most concerns being the proposals for the old school site. The main comments made were as
follows:

Old School Site
−

a very important community opportunity

−

needs to be financially self-sufficient

−

option for disabled of all ages to meet others of similar disabilities

−

no 'artwork' on the outside as this will ruin the coountryside feel (2 comments)

−

should be partially developed for housing (3 comments)

−

the Victorian building should be restored as a community venue.

−

Grade II opportunity for a nice restaurant.

Playing Fields
−

concern over increased facilities for teenagers may encourage others from outside QC to congregate with an increasing change of anti-social
behaviour.

New School Swimming Pool
−

only an indoor pool would do

−

school pool use by parishioners unlikely - insurance, safety, access due to security

−

difficult to administrate / not a reality (2 comments)

−

include a hoist for pool to allow for disabled

Safe Off-Road Routes
−

No comments
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Traffic management issues
The opportunity was taken to revisit a frequently raised point from earlier
consultations regarding concerns about road safety. The community plan of
2005 had suggested the removal of the pinch points in the High Street, with the
idea that these should be replaced by chevrons, flashing speed signs or a
camera. This and alternative options were therefore tested through this
consultation, with respondents asked to select the options that best reflected
their opinion at this time.
Of the options, three were supported by the majority of respondents. The most
popular idea was the extension of the 20mph limit. Retaining the pinch points
and also installing flashing speed signs were also supported.
There were a significant number of comments and alternative suggestions:
−

enforce lorry weight limits (6 comments)

−

better parking / enforce against cars parking on pavement (4 comments)

−

pedestrian crossing between shop/Memorial Hall (3 comments) or outside
old doctors' to the bus stop.

−

speed bumps (2 comments)

−

another pinch point at the south end of High Street

−

create a bypass

−

crossed out chevrons, inserted box junction

−

revitilise the speedwatch

−

raised yellow lines across the road to slow the traffic

−

enforce speed limits

−

mirror to aid drivers emerging from Church Path

−

install traffic lights from Mildmay to other side of Bridge

−

traffic lights to manage flow

We also took this opportunity to ask about parking in general, particularly whether from person experience local residents felt that the level of parking provided
at their homes was sufficient.
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Of the 72 respondents that participated, nearly all (96%) considered that the amount of parking spaces available at their home was adequate. Only 9
households sampled had more cars than off-road spaces, and of these 8 had sufficient space available on-street. However there were mixed views as to
whether in general most houses in the village had enough parking spaces, with only 22% reasonably certain that parking was not an issue, and 32% feeling
that it was (the rest were unsure).
The data showed quite clearly that, of the sample responding, the number of cars was equivalent to the number of adults living in the house.
No. adults
1
2
3

Average number of cars/vans
1.00
2.02
3.00

Typical % all homes (2011 Census)
34.4%
52.4%
13.2%

Given the occupancy levels recorded in the 2011 Census, this would suggest that on average any development should seek to provide the equivalent of 2.2
car parking spaces per dwelling.
Suggestions put forward through the consultation included a number fo comments specifically regarding the parking issues affecting the High Street:
−

a village parking area would be useful (5 comments)

−

create additional offroad parking

−

offer parking spaces on High Street

−

enough except for most on the west side of High Street

−

more off road parking if site could be found centrally

−

enhanced publicly available parking for the church and Memorial Hall would be useful for some larger events

−

unsure what can be done but if Hall parking was used it would affect the store.

−

High Street parking is dangerous for pedestrians (2 comments)

−

street parking slows traffic (2 comments)

−

parking on pavements makes it unsafe for pedestrians – this should be discouraged (3 comments)

There were also ideas put forward in terms of dealing with parking in general:
−

new development must have adequate parking (2 comments)

−

all new development should include a minimum space for TWO plus ONE for every additional bedroom over two bedrooms.

−

people should use garages to park cars
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−

maybe extra parking spaces for all when the new housing developments are created

−

allow off-road parking (driveways) and lowering of kerbs.

Statutory Pre-Submission (Regulation 14) Consultation in May – July 2019
The following summarises the main issues raised by consultees regarding the pre-submission consultation by Queen Camel Parish Council. The consultation
ran from Friday 31 May to Sunday 28 July
The following statutory and other consultees were directly contacted for their input at the start of the consultation period, and seven responses received (ack =
acknowledged of receipt of email). A follow-up email was then sent on the 12 July to advise all of those that had not as yet responded that the Parish Council
had extended the consultation period to 1700 on Sunday 28th July.
Local Councils Consultees
− South Somerset District Council
− Somerset County Council
− South West Heritage Trust
− Babcary PC
− Marston Magna PC
− South Barrow PC
− South Cadbury PC
− Sparkford PC
− West Camel PC

Response
01/07/19
12/07/19

(ack)

(ack)

Other Statutory Consultees
Response
− Homes England
10/06/19
− Natural England
13/06/19
− Environment Agency
09/07/19
− Historic England
(ack)
− Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
07/06/19
− Highways England
(ack)
− Somerset Primary Healthcare Ltd
− Mobile Operators Association
(ack)
− Scottish and Southern Energy
(ack)
− Wales and West
09/07/19
− Wessex Water

Local Organisations
Response
(ack)
− Queen Camel PCC
(ack)
− Queen Camel Memorial Hall
− QC Playing Field Committee
− Countess Gytha School
− Hazlegrove School
− Queen Camel CLT Ltd
− Queen Camel Medical Centre

In addition to the documentation being made available on the Parish Council website, hard copies of the plan were made available locally at the St Barnabas’
Church in Queen Camel, and a comments form provided. Responses could be emailed to the Parish Council c/o the Parish Clerk
(queencamel.clerk@gmail.com) or by posting it in the box in St Barnabas' Church, Queen Camel.
During the consultation a summary of the Neighbourhood Plan policies was posted through every household in the parish, and a village meeting was held at
the Memorial Hall on Thursday 4 July starting at 7pm to provide an opportunity for public questions and answers (35 members of the public attended) and a
second collection point added in the local shop.
In addition to the emailed responses from the statutory consultees, response forms were received from 61 local residents and a further 6 people who had an
interest in the parish (67 in total).
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The feedback forms showed broad support (over 67%) for most
policies, with the exception of policies QC3 and QC4 (relating to
the proposed housing site allocations) where the support was
outweighed by objections, and, to a lesser degree, policies QC1
and QC8 (where the majority were in support but just under
25% of the respondents objected). The reasons for this level of
objection are explored in greater depth in this report.
On the final question (please indicate if you support the plan as
drafted, generally support the plan but would like to see some
minor changes, or do not support the plan / I consider it needs
fundamental changes), there were 14 responses in full support
(25%), 23 generally supporting but wanting some changes
made (40%) and 20 respondents (35%) who considered that
fundamental changes were needed.
Looking at the responses (and excluding those that don’t live or
work locally) does not significantly alter these results.
The main issues raised through the consultation, in summary, were:
−

Implications of the Local Plan Review and possible higher housing target for Queen Camel

−

Concerns regarding the two site allocations – most notably, regarding highway safety for the smaller, Sutton Montis Road site, and the scale of the
larger, West Camel Road site

−

Whether the policy on the Old School Site was still appropriate

The main changes in response to these issues, included:
−

the slight shortening of the plan period to 2030,

−

greater clarity on the need to monitor progress and consider an early review of the plan if appropriate, including information on the possible housing
numbers proposed in the Local Plan Review at this stage (noting that these have yet to be tested through examination and may be subject to further
change),

−

the deletion of the Sutton Montis Road site (with the agreement of the landowner, as there was no highways evidence to provide sufficient certainty
about overcoming the issues raised),

−

revision to the site area shown for the West Camel Road site more in line with the scale of development needed within the plan period (the housing
numbers for the site have remained the same) – NB there is an outline planning application for up to 43 dwellings pending for this site which the Parish
Council resolved to support providing the proposed number of houses is reconsidered and reduced to 30 as the numbers appear excessive for this site,
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−

an adjustment to the housing target (from 35 – 40) to ‘about 30’ dwellings (based on the shortened timescale and the upper end of the 2 – 2½ dpa
housing needs assessment).

−

The removal of the Old School Site policy given that planning permission has been granted and no further additional buildings are proposed.

The following table summarises all of the key points raised and suggested way forward

Para/Policy Main points raised

Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)

The plan’s proposed policies are unlikely to result in
development which will adversely impact on the
strategic road network.

Highways
England

General

Natural England does not have any specific comments
on this draft neighbourhood plan.

Natural England Noted

General

We note that both the Conservation Officer at South
Historic
Somerset District Council and the Historic Environment England
Officer at Somerset County Council have apparently
both been involved in the site assessment process. As
a consequence, they do not appear to have raised
objection to the principle of development on the sites in
question, and the specific provisions for each policy
have been informed by their advice.

General

Noted

No action required

No action required
Noted

Ensure the relevant comments are included in the evidence base
(consultation summary)

The officers’ inputs to the Plan can constitute legitimate
evidence but we can find nothing in the supporting
documents to verify their advice. While not doubting the
integrity of comments made on their behalf we would
encourage their advice to be secured in writing in order
that it can be properly be considered as part of the
evidence base.
General
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We would expect to see a strong SuDS approach on
individual application sites and developments to meet
any local policies in terms of discharge rates.
Developer Guide can be found on our webpage:
https://www.somerset.gov.uk/waste-planning-andland/sustainable-drainage-in-somerset/.

Somerset
Although a specific policy is not considered necessary (as it would
County Council duplicate Policy EQ1 which specifically references that
“development should reduce and manage the impact of flood risk by
incorporating Sustainable Drainage Systems”), reference to this can
be made in Section 2.2.

Amend section 2.2 to refer to the likely requirement for SuDS and
cross-refer to the county guidelines.
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Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)

It is considered the Plan pays due regard to national
policy and is in general conformity with the
development plan for the area.

South Somerset Noted
District Council

Vision

Reservation about whether ‘will’ is appropriate given
that the Parish Council cannot guarantee these
outcomes

Local resident

Section 3

Use of double negative in second paragraph on pg 22
is confusing

Local resident

QC1 Housing

There are a number of key policy changes being
proposed in the Local Plan Review which is would be
prudent for the NP to take on board:

South Somerset
District Council
/ Local
residents

General

Queen Camel is proposed to be re-categorised as a
‘village’ and Policy SS2 attributes an overall scale of
housing growth to the 12 villages. On this basis, there
is a housing requirement of 60 dwellings for Queen
Camel over the twenty year period. This would equate
to 3 new homes a year which would better reflect the
enhanced ‘Village’ status afforded to Queen Camel

No action required
As a vision is intended to be positive and aspirational, the use of the
word will is considered more fitting.

No action required
Simplify text to remove double negative
Whilst the housing numbers proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan
have taken into account evidence of housing need (and SSDC were
consulted on and were in agreement with the potential target of 2
dpa in 2017), the higher figures and change of approach suggested
in the Local Plan Review (which came to light in 2019 when this
Neighbourhood Plan had already been approved for consultation)
have not yet been examined and the Neighbourhood Plan is not
required to be in general conformity with the draft proposals. To
increase the housing target at this time would be premature, and
given the level of local objection to the housing proposed in the
Neighbourhood Plan, it would also be likely to increase the risk of
this plan failing at referendum. It is therefore proposed that this
issue is dealt with in a new section 1.6 entitled ‘Future review’.
Furthermore, with the withdrawal of the site South of the Sutton
Montis Road (Policy QC3), rather than make any major changes to
site allocations at this stage, it would make sense to instead slightly
shorten the plan period (to 2030) which is more than met by the
remaining policies, and recognise the need for the plan to be
reviewed once the new Local Plan has been examined and adopted.

Update plan period references to run from 2019 – 2030 (with
consequential changes to the housing target based on the
existing dpa target).
Add in new section 1.6 that notes the Local Plan Review
timescales (as currently published – ie Reg 19 consultation early
2020, examination and adoption 2021), the potential change in
Queen Camel’s status if agreed, and that this would trigger the
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Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)
need for the Parish Council to consider an early review of the
Plan in order to consider the revised housing target and changes
to Local Plan policies and the implications of this for the
Neighbourhood Plan. As part of this, the Parish Council will
monitor:
− New dwellings created (net)
− New employment space created (net)
− Road traffic accident data
− Increase / improvements to safe routes in and around the
village for horse riders, cyclists and pedestrians
− Increase / improvements to recreation facilities
− Issues raised in regard to loss or harm to any historically
significant monuments and features

QC1 Housing

The majority of comments from local residents were
Local residents
about the housing number – with varied responses,
with some agreeing with the figure of 35-40 and raising
concerns with regards to higher levels impacting on the
surgery, school, roads and parking, some seeking less
development (infill housing only) mainly concerned
about the impact on the village, traffic and local
facilities, and a few (in the clear minority) happy to
support up to 60 dwellings (as proposed in the local
plan review).

The housing number was based on a review of housing need
evidence (as published) and in consultation with the policy team at
SSDC at that time. It was updated in 2018 to take into account the
DCLG draft target of 734 dwellings per annum published in
September 2017, which is marginally higher than that used in the
Local Plan Review (716 dpa).
The local service providers such as the school were contacted as
part of the housing needs review, and whilst the school was broadly
at capacity (2018) the School Place Planning Infrastructure Growth
Plan for Somerset 2019’s forecast (published June 20191) does note
that the school would need to provide further places post 2023 if all
the planning applications in Sparkford and Queen Camel come
forward as expected. This is something that could appropriately be
considered in an early review of this plan. The medical centre made
the point that their list size is 5,500 patients, so a further increase of
200 patients could be accommodated within existing staffing levels.
Whilst traffic and parking are recognised as local concerns, no
objections have been raised by either the highway authorities and
there is no evidence to suggest that the capacity of the road network

1

https://www.somerset.gov.uk/education-and-families/school-place-planning-infrastructure-growth-plan/#targetText=Introduction,of%20school%20places%20in%20Somerset.
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Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)
is such that it could not accommodate additional traffic (and the
increase in traffic evidenced in the recent traffic survey is not related
to housebuilding in the parish). There are policies in the plan that
seek to address the impacts of new development through
appropriate parking and the provision of safe routes for pedestrians,
cyclists and horseriders.

Based on the above, no change to the housing target is proposed,
however reference should be made to the need to review the
housing needs (as proposed above) and also to monitor the
capacity of the school and potential need for its expansion
(within or beyond the site).
QC1 Housing

In terms of house types, there were several comments Local residents The need for housing to be specifically designed to cater for an
supporting the need to include housing (bungalows) for
ageing population (in line with the HAPPI principles) is included in
the policy. Whilst this doesn’t advocate bungalows per se, the
elderly people.
supporting text could make it clearer that bungalows and wheelchairadaptable dwellings are encouraged as part of the housing mix.

Expand policy intention to make clearer reference to designing
for the needs of an ageing population (such as for bungalow and
wheelchair-adaptable homes) and taking into account the
benefits of being able to provide care and support in people’s
homes.
QC1 / text on There are a number of key policy changes being
proposed in the Local Plan Review which is would be
page 23
prudent for the NP to take on board:
The Preferred Options document is now seeking 29%
(rather than 35% as included in the adopted Local
Plan) of dwellings on major sites as affordable, based
on the latest viability evidence.
QC2 - Infill
development
within the
settlement
boundary
Page 22

South Somerset Noted – however the 35%, whilst noted in the text on page 23, is not
District Council included in the policies (which refers to providing affordable housing
in line with the Local Plan requirements). The supporting text can be
updated as necessary in the next review of the Neighbourhood Plan.

Whilst some commented that they could not visualise
Local residents
where infill would be appropriate, others felt a
settlement boundary a generally good idea. A
reasonable number of respondents suggested the
boundary should be extended westwards to include the
include school, medical centre, Roman Way and South

No action required

The text on pg 27 explains that community uses were excluded (the
Local Plan Policy EP15 is clear that such facilities will be supported
and protected, and it was felt that to include community facilities
could inadvertently increase pressure for such sites to be
redeveloped for housing).
The developed areas at Hill View / West View, South View and
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Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)
Wales were also excluded as they were not considered appropriate
infill locations given their general character (low density and long
back gardens which could be amalgamated and provide
considerable scope for further backland development above that
anticipated in the plan) as well as their greater distance from the key
community facilities compared to the main settlement area.
For example, if the rear garden area at South View were included,
the large back gardens could potentially be developed for a further
20 dwellings. If the settlement boundary also included the area in
between Roman Way the medical centre, that field could
accommodate a further 50 dwellings. Whilst in both cases the
relevant landowners did not submit their sites for consideration, this
would not prohibit them from putting forward planning applications.

No action required
QC3 - South
of the Sutton
Montis Road
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The proposed site allocation raised more objections
than support.

Local residents Whilst the highway and local planning authorities were consulted on
the site selections and did not raise any specific objections or
comments on this matter, it is clear that this is a key issue of
By far the most comments were about the access to
potential concern. And whilst the policy specifically requires that
this site due to the narrowness of the lane (down to 3.6
suitable safe vehicular access point onto Sutton Montis road is
metres wide), poor sight lines, and no space for a
provided, and measures secured to enable safer pedestrian access,
footpath into the village. Reference to recent accidents
a suitable solution has not been identified and this raises doubt as to
and near misses.
whether this is possible. The landowner was approached and
There were two comments regarding house types –
invited to commission a transport assessment to address this matter,
that an allocation of this size is unlikely to deliver any
but was not inclined to do so at this point in time, and indicated that
community benefits of affordable housing, and whether
they would not object to the site being withdrawn from the plan.
it could be used for more modestly priced homes.
The implications of deleting this site on housing numbers have
However there were also a number of objectors who
therefore been considered. Based on a plan period of 2019-2034
were not opposing development but were objecting to
the housing need is for up to 40 dwellings. However, given the
the size of the site – that it is too large (compared to
earlier comments on the Local Plan Review implications, it is clear
the level of growth proposed).
that the plan will need to be reconsidered considerably before 2034,
and revising the end-date to 2030 therefore appears the most
pragmatic option, giving a revised housing need of about 22 – 28
dwellings. Past infill / windfall (which has been particularly limited
due to the lack of a settlement boundary that would encourage such
development) would suggest that at least 3 (and possibly more)
dwellings should come forward in this time, and the site allocation for
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Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)
about 30 dwellings would then more than meet the housing target,
and it is possible that more could come forward. It will be important
to monitor delivery, and the residual need from the revised local plan
(and longer delivery timescale, potentially to 2036 if that is the Local
Plan’s end date) could then be considered through the review of this
plan.
It is also noted that the policy is perhaps unclear regarding rural
exception sites, and it may also be useful to indicate that Policy QC1
would not rule these out.

Delete site allocation and amend supporting text accordingly
(including revised plan period and housing numbers), and
include reference to Rural Exception Sites under Policy QC1.
QC3 - South
of the Sutton
Montis Road

We note the comments in the SEA Environmental
Historic
Report (page iv) recommending additional guidance on England
layout arising from these consultations to be included in
policy QC3. We would endorse this recommendation.

QC3 / QC4
alternative
sites

A number of respondents questioned whether
alternative sites would be preferable, examples given
including:
−
−
−
−
−
−

QC4 - north
of West
Camel Road
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The fields east of Orchard Close
The land west of Englands Mead
Land rear of the village hall
Oxley's yards,
Chard’s yard,
Old school site

The proposed site allocation raised more objections
than support.

Noted – however see above re proposed deletion of the site
allocation

No additional action required

Local residents Whilst one of these sites (land west of Englands Mead) was put
forward by the landowner (and is currently subject to a live planning
application for 9 dwellings), the Environment Agency has made clear
that the Old School Site would not be suitable for housing due to
flood risk, and there is no certainty that the other sites would deliver
housing as the landowners did not put them forward for
consideration in response to the call for sites.

Refer to the Environment Agency’s advice re the Old School Site
in 2.2, and continue to monitor any progress on the England’s
Mead application.

Local residents The site area shown on the pre-submission plan (approx 4.3ha
including access) is much larger than would be required for the
number of houses suggested (which is proposed to be limited to
The main objection was the size of the site – that it is
1.7ha), but this is to provide flexibility in terms of layout. It was not
too large (compared to the level of growth proposed).
anticipated that the whole of the site should or needs to be
Others noted that a development of this size would not
developed at this time / within the proposed plan period. The site
be suitable for a village / result in a large estate / be too
does adjoin existing development and whilst there is a ‘gap’ between
many houses in one block (with some suggesting that a
this site and the playing fields, the field to the east includes an area
number of smaller sites would be preferable to one
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large development). Some felt that the site is well
outside the boundary and that it would reduce the gap
separating Wales Dairy which is a separate hamlet
Concerns were also raised that the design guidelines, if
applied, would make the red brick houses in South
View appear inappropriate.
There were also a number of respondents raising
concerns about the traffic. Road gets congested at
school opening and closing times. Most cars do not
slow down when coming into the uninforced 30mph –
and the junction is proposed where it is 60mph. Child
has been killed / worried about children going to school
as the parking is still a huge issue.
The loss of Grade 2 agricultural land was also
mentioned by one respondent.
The landowner / agent supported the application and
made it clear that they had completed technical studies
have which confirm that a scheme of c.43 homes,
allotments and public open spaces is deliverable and
viable, and were submitting a planning application (now
validated). They suggested that the overall quantum of
housing is increased and that that proposed housing
allocation over-washes the access to enable housing to
be provided on the West Camel Road frontage to
provide surveillance, as shown in the enclosed
illustrative Landscape Masterplan
QC5 - Design Concerned that the policy may be overly restrictive
Wessex Water
when seeking to maintain or improve water and
of Buildings
sewerage services. In response to development
requirements. The requirements under Policy QC5
should recognise that infrastructure development and
maintenance by utility companies by its nature needs to
be functional and considerations such as security and
health and safety must take precedence over
appearance. While we seek to ensure design is a
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of high archaeological interest and is also proposed for recreation
use within the policy.
If the northernmost extend were developed there would remain a
gap of approximately 180m with the nearest buildings in Wales (The
Vale) – however if the site area was re-drawn to more accurately
reflect a suitable area for up to 30 dwellings, this gap would be
larger.
The design guidance would not preclude the use of red brick and
consideration of the immediate context – the plan cites Roman Way
as an example that “used a mixture of white lias stone, warm red
brick and some render, to bring together materials used within the
village.”
The highway and local planning authorities were consulted on the
site selections and did not raise any specific objections or comments
on this matter. They have commented on the live planning
application and have not raised objections, but supported the
applicant’s proposals for: pedestrian links to the public footpath east
of the site, widening of West Road to 5.5m, the extension of the
speed limit westwards on West Camel Road and the provision of a
3m wide cycleway/footway to link to Roman Way.
The loss of Grade 2 agricultural land is noted in the SEA.

Revise site area as shown on the map to more accurately reflect a
suitable area for up to 30 dwellings (ie approx 1.7ha plus access).

Whilst the guidelines may appear less applicable to utilitarian
buildings such as barns and storage sheds, it is still considered that
their application will ensure that all buildings reinforce the area’s
unique character, and that designs and materials that may be ‘off the
shelf’ products from anywhere are not considered appropriate.
Having reviewed all the criteria, there is only one that is unlikely to
be applicable to non-residential properties (the fourth bullet point
which refers to “The use of paneled painted doors, and white sash /
casement windows with glazing bars”) and it can be made clear that
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sensitive to its location as possible, there are often
constraints on location (due to existing below ground
infrastructure), materials (for example requirements to
meet national security standards) and size/form (driven
by operational requirements).

this applies primarily to dwellings.

Amend fourth bullet point by the addition of “on domestic
buildings”

QC5 - Design There were a limited number of comments, ranging
Local residents
from criticisms of past development such as the school
of Buildings
and Roman Way, comments for and against modern /
contemporary style / materials and several comments
on the need to promote eco-friendly designs – eg solar
panels and vehicle charging points. One resident
suggested deleting the reference to traditional building
lines.
There are a number of key policy changes being
proposed in the Local Plan Review which is would be
prudent for the NP to take on board:

QC6 Business &
Employment

The main comments related to whether any new
Local residents
business premises were likely to be needed or viable.
A number of respondents pointed towards the closure
of local businesses (eg The Mill Shop, Ian Gares Shop,
Mrs Parson hairdressers), that the pub and a shop
were adequate / good, and that there are lots of
business units in the wider area for rent (eg The Pipers
development in Sparkford, Mudford, Cadbury Business
Park, Mike Lewis old yard), and that the old school
building was already providing for this need.

QC7 Page 26

No major concerns raised – suggestions included

Add to QC11: Car charging points should be clearly shown on site
layout plans in relation to the parking areas, to demonstrate
provision will be feasible for both occupants and visitors.

South Somerset Noted – however the current Local Plan policies will continue to
District Council apply until the new plan is adopted in 2021, and this policy therefore
provides greater flexibility in the interim. Therefore it is appropriate
continue with this policy, with the option to re-consider whether it is
still necessary at the next review.

QC6 Business &
Employment
(and
potentially
QC2)

The employment policies are changing to reflect the
way in which the NPPF encourages the provision of
employment opportunities in the rural economy,
including a new policy and revisions to the old EP4
which remove the requirements for a business to have
been operating successfully for a minimum of three
years.

In general the policy has been supported by local residents and
takes into account energy efficient opportunities. Consideration
could be given to making specific reference to ensuring parking
provision takes into account ease of access to car charging points –
although this is potentially more relevant to Policy QC11 .

No action required

This policy was broadly supported by most respondents. There is
some demand locally (as evidenced by the take-up of sites in places
such as the Cadbury Business Park) but the current Local Plan
policies do not encourage investment in employment premises in
areas such as Queen Camel. Also, the policy does not allocate land
and therefore will only come into effect should a need arise.

No action required

Local residents No action required

Consultation Statement
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Community
Facilities

making better use of facilities already in the village, and
providing a new pavilion / play area / outdoor fitness
equipment.

QC8 - The
Old School
Site

A number of residents questioned whether the policy
was necessary or would be financially viable, with
others suggesting that it would be a more suitable site
for housing.
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Local residents The CLT’s intention (as articulated in the recent planning
application) is to develop the premises into a ‘Community Enterprise
& Education Centre’ with a primary focus on a mix of micro artisantype or similar business enterprises with training opportunities,
health & well-being services (clinic/therapy and activity rooms) and
A potential concern was highlighted because of the
potentially incorporating a café. It has been supported by a
perceived link between the NP Steering Group and the
business plan and the planning statement accompanying the recent
CLT’s acquisition of the site.
planning application makes clear that it needs to balance social
Residents also queried whether the policy was
enterprise objectives with a non-loss business.
necessary given that the CLT had acquired the site.
Whilst the policy may provide reassurance in terms of the
restrictions placed on the site by the constraints, the change of use
has been accepted with the granting of the planning permission, and
therefore the need to retain the site allocation policy is limited.

Delete allocation and amend the text to reflect the fact that the
site has permission.
Noted – however see above re proposed deletion of the site
allocation

QC8 - The
Old School
Site

No objection to the change of use on the Old School
site providing that the use is the same or lesser flood
risk vulnerability and there are no physical extensions
to the buildings.

Environment
Agency

QC8 - The
Old School
Site / text on
page 47

It is questioned whether some of the terminology used
in the policy’s supporting text is appropriate.
Specifically, the term ‘Man Shed’ (page 47) needs
explaining (and possible reconsidering) as a means of
describing a proposed activity.

South Somerset Noted – however see above re proposed deletion of the site
District Council allocation

No additional action required

QC9 - Road A number of comments were made about the need for Local residents
Infrastructure more effective traffic calming, including along West
Improvement Camel Road.
s
New survey data is available and could be usefully
referenced in the plan – ie a further survey in May 2019
showed an overall increase of 42% and a 10%
Page 27

No additional action required
Noted – the most up to data information can be included in the
supporting text.

Amend supporting text to include information from the latest
traffic audits.
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increase in evening peak flows over the two years.
Local residents No action required

QC10 PRoW

No issues raised – agreement there must be safe
footpaths between the development and the principal
village amenities, and suggestion that street lighting to
be increased on the footpath between Englands Lane
and the Glebe.

QC11 Parking

A couple of suggestions were made regarding
Local residents
acquiring land for additional parking to serve the
village: either behind memorial hall for car parking or by
adopting the road which runs to the playing fields,
tennis club and bowling club. Parking at the school
was also highlighted as a problem.

No sites were put forward in the call for sites which would provide
suitable parking for the High Street / village centre.

QC12 Streetscape

No issues raised

No action required

QC13 Important
Local Green
Spaces,
Woodlands
and Key
Views

The plan should look to enhance the biodiversity of the Environment
local watercourse network
Agency

QC13 Important
Local Green
Spaces,
Woodlands
and Key
Views

NPPF is clear that policy should only allow
South Somerset
development on LGS in exceptional circumstances.
District Council
The level of protection needs to be clarified in relation
to the other (non-LGS) identified features of importance
mentioned. Is the same level of protection being
advocated for all features of importance? If not,
perhaps two separate policies would be more
appropriate to better draw the distinction.

QC13 Important
Local Green
Spaces,

No issues raised – a few comments made regarding
Local residents No action required
the importance of Sparkford Wood & playing field, and
the importance of the views (and whether these may be
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n/a

No action required – other than reference to vehicle charging
points (see earlier)

Although a specific policy is not considered necessary (as it would
duplicate Policy EQ4 which specifically references that “All
proposals for development … will … incorporate beneficial
biodiversity conservation features where appropriate”), reference to
this can be made in Section 3.5.

Amend section 3.5 to refer to the likely requirement for
biodiversity enhancement in line with national and Local Plan
policies.
The policy can be divided into two separate policies if it is possible
that decision-makers may not be clear on the distinction between
LGS and other landscape / biodiversity features

Split QC13 into two separate policies

Consultation Statement

Para/Policy Main points raised

November 2019

Respondent/s Response and proposed changes (if applicable)

Woodlands
and Key
Views

spoiled by the proposed development).

QC14 Conserving
and
enhancing
local heritage
assets

Several comments about the importance of the church. Local residents Noted – having reviewed the supporting text it is clear that the
One comment questioning whether the telephone box
justification of the telephone box does not accurately reflect its
should be protected as it is an eyesore and better
historic importance.
removed.

QC15 Archaeology

No issues raised – a few comments made regarding
Local residents No action required
the importance of archaeological sites and that the
Roman Village should be uncovered and preserved for
public display.

QC16 Community
Consultation

Main comments agreed with the benefits of more /
better consultation that involves and listens to local
residents.
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Amend description of the telephone box to reflect its heritage
value.

Local residents No action required

